Empirical observations of the spawning migration of European eels: The long and dangerous road to the Sargasso Sea
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The spawning migration of the European eel (Anguilla anguilla L.) to the Sargasso Sea is one of the greatest animal migrations. However, the duration and route of the migration remain uncertain. Using fishery data from 20 rivers across Europe, we show that most eels begin their oceanic migration between August and December. We used electronic tagging techniques to map the oceanic migration from eels released from four regions in Europe. Of 707 eels tagged, we received 206 data sets. Many migrations ended soon after release because of predation events, but we were able to reconstruct in detail the migration routes of >80 eels. The route extended from western mainland Europe to the Azores region, more than 5000 km toward the Sargasso Sea. All eels exhibited diel vertical migrations, moving from deeper water during the day into shallower water at night. The range of migration speeds was 3 to 47 km day⁻¹. Using data from larval surveys in the Sargasso Sea, we show that spawning likely begins in December and peaks in February. Synthesizing these results, we show that the timing of autumn escapement and the rate of migration are inconsistent with the century-long held assumption that eels spawn as a single reproductive cohort in the spring time following their escapement. Instead, we suggest that European eels adopt a mixed migratory strategy, with some individuals able to achieve a rapid migration, whereas others arrive only in time for the following spawning season. Our results have consequences for eel management.

INTRODUCTION

There is global concern about the status of freshwater eel populations following a 40-year decline in recruitment and a 20-year decline in commercial catches in Europe, North America, and Asia (1–4). The European eel is listed as a critically endangered species (2, 5), and because it has been demonstrated to be a single Pan-European stock (6), it requires coordinated, continent-wide management measures (2, 4, 7) to understand and reverse the decline. However, despite decades of effort, the life cycles of temperate eels remain poorly understood because eels reproduce in remote areas of ocean (8, 9).

Adult European eels begin their spawning migration from European rivers and coasts during the autumn of each year [predominantly October to December (8)] and must migrate a distance of between 5000 and 10,000 km (depending on their departure locations) to the presumed spawning area in the Sargasso Sea. The duration of this journey is not known, but larval surveys have shown that the vast majority of the smallest larvae (<5 mm) are present from February to late May (10); eels are therefore thought to achieve their spawning migration in a period of around 80 to 170 days (9). However, the migratory achievements of eels remain largely theoretical. Endurance swimming experiments have shown that eels can swim continuously at between 0.4 and 0.7 body lengths s⁻¹ for periods of up to 173 days [a swimming speed of between 22 and 42 km day⁻¹ for an eel of 70 cm (11)], covering a distance of more than 5500 km. Meanwhile, field studies have shown that adult eels travel at between 12 and 50 km day⁻¹ for European eel, (12–16); for American eel, (17)]. However, despite extending the period of tracking to more than 6 months, oceanic tracking experiments (15, 18) have not yet followed eels to the presumed spawning area of the Sargasso Sea.

Using data from a 5-year tagging study, we tracked the migrations of European eels released from five locations in Europe to determine the important features of the spawning migration. In total, 707 archival and satellite communicating tags were attached to escaping female silver eels. We analyzed the route that the eels took to the Atlantic Ocean and the speed of migration in coastal and oceanic waters. We also show that, as a consequence of diel vertical migrations between depths of 200 and 1000 m, silver European eels experienced a daily temperature range between 0° and 11°C during their oceanic migration, representing an expanded thermal niche. Finally, we place this new information in the context of the timing of the autumn migration from Europe and the occurrence of spawning in the Sargasso to test the hypothesis of a rapid migration to the Sargasso Sea. Our results provide evidence for a new paradigm of eel spawning migration, with consequences for eel stock management.

RESULTS

Recovery of data

The tagging program yielded 206 data sets (29%), of which 87 (12%) were from eels that escaped the coastal margins (fig. S1 shows the pop-up or recovery locations of these tags). These tags provided 4883 days of...
Migratory behavior

Thirty-three eels (more than one-third) migrated into oceanic waters (>200-m depth) in the Atlantic (Table 1), whereas 54 migrations ended in waters over the continental shelf. We were able to reconstruct the full migratory paths of the eels that migrated to the ocean and, additionally, five eels that migrated from Germany into the North Sea. The paths of the remaining 49 eels were treated as straight paths between the release and pop-up position. Overall, the migratory trajectories show that European eels follow routes that converge on the Azores region (Fig. 1). Eels released from the Swedish west coast and the Baltic Sea took a northerly route into the Norwegian Sea before turning west into the northeast Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 1 and fig. S2a). The trajectories of these eels were tightly clustered before reaching the Atlantic but spread out afterward. Eels released from the Celtic Sea (Ireland) and Bay of Biscay (France) followed a southwest bearing (Fig. 1 and fig. S2, b and c), with an extrapolated intercept near the Azores. One eel, which was released from Ireland and at liberty for 280 days, reached the Azores at the eastern margin of the Sargasso Sea. None of the eels released into the North Sea (Germany) reached oceanic waters, but four traveled south toward the English Channel, whereas two eels traveled north toward the Norwegian Sea (Fig. 1 and fig. S2d). From the west Mediterranean, eels traveled south and west toward the Straits of Gibraltar, with two eels reaching the Atlantic Ocean and one reaching the straits (Fig. 1 and fig. S2e).

Most of the migration routes were consistent with the reverse flow of the northern part of the subtropical gyre in the North Atlantic Ocean, which branches east of Cape Hatteras into the North Atlantic and Azores Currents. The waters within these currents originate from the Gulf Stream, which passes along the western border of the Sargasso Sea. The routes did not conform to the shortest (great-circle) routes (Fig. 1). Overall, the average distance traveled by eels was 953 km (±1085 km; range, 77 to 6982 km; table S1). However, eels that reached the ocean traveled twice as far as the average distance over periods of up to 280 days (Table 1). From the easternmost release to the westernmost pop-up location, we tracked eels an end-to-end distance of ~5000 km, more than half the distance to the spawning area. In total, 14 eels migrated more than 2000 km, with one migrating more than 6900 km over a period of 10 months. The reconstructions of these long migrations show the existence of many meanders in the migration trajectories, leading to a greater estimated travel distance than simply release to pop-up position. The eel that migrated the longest distance length doubled back toward the Azores after traveling south (Fig. 1).

Migration speed varied between 3 and 47 km day⁻¹ (19.4 ± 9.8 km day⁻¹, n = 87; Fig. 2A and table S1) or between 0.03 and 0.56 body length s⁻¹ (0.253 ± 0.123; Fig. 2B). There was no obvious clustering of migration speeds; the distribution conformed to a log-normal fit. Migration speed was independent of release location and date of release and did not vary depending on tag type (two-way analysis of variance, P > 0.05 in all cases; table S2). Eels that reached the ocean showed an overall migration speed between 7 and 35 km day⁻¹, whereas those eels that did not reach the ocean showed overall migration speeds ranging from 3 to 47 km day⁻¹ (Fig. 2A). Eels that reached the ocean exhibited faster migration speeds in the ocean than when they were migrating over the European shelf (22.4 km day⁻¹ versus 19.5 km day⁻¹; t₁₃₂ = 2.6; P < 0.01, paired t test). Comparisons of average migration speed values were made with those available within the literature (Fig. 2C); there were no significant differences between the speeds that we observed and in situ studies using internal tags [t₁₁ = 0.75; P > 0.05, t test (14, 19–26); table S3] or external pop-up satellite archival tags (PSATs) deployed on American eels (A. rostrata) [t₁₁₆ = 1.6; P > 0.05, t test (17)], and the range of speed values was similar. The observed values of migration speed were lower than measured values of swimming speed measured in swim tunnel studies deployed on American eels (A. rostrata) [t₁₈ = 5.21; P < 0.01, t test (11, 27–33); table S3], noting that these studies were undertaken at higher water temperatures than in situ (18°C versus ~10°C) and without the effect of adverse water currents.

Of those eels that migrated for >1 week, approximately half (n = 41) suffered predation, occurring on average after 32 days (±39.2 days; Table 2 and table S4). Eels released from Ireland and the Mediterranean experienced the greatest risk of predation (27 of 44 and 5 of 8, respectively; fig. S2, b and e), whereas only two eels released from Sweden suffered the same fate (17 of 23 Swedish eels reached the scheduled tag pop-off date with only two definite predation events; figs. S2a and S3a). Tag data suggested that diverse predators were responsible (fig. S3, a to f). Ten predation events (~25%) occurred in oceanic waters, demonstrating a continued risk throughout migration.

Vertical migrations

Eels that reached oceanic depths exhibited a stereotypical vertical migration (Fig. 3), moving from shallow to deep water between night and day. Vertical migration resulted in a diel temperature change with experienced...
temperatures being cooler during the day than at night (Figs. 3 and 4B). Eels released from the Swedish west coast and the Baltic outlet experienced extreme ambient temperatures below 0°C when in the Norwegian Sea (fig. S4), whereas eels released from the Celtic Sea (Ireland) rarely experienced temperatures lower than 9°C. In the west Mediterranean, where the water column is homogeneous in depths <1000 m, temperature remained at 13.5°C (Fig. 4B). In general, light data were not recorded by the tags; their shallowest depths coincided with nighttime, and light levels at daytime depths were beyond the detection capability of the PSATs.

As eels moved west in the Atlantic Ocean, regardless of where they originated, they occupied greater depths and used a larger vertical range (Fig. 4A), consistent with use of the mesopelagic zone. Occupied nighttime temperature in the Atlantic ranged between 8° and 11°C. The deepening of nighttime depths as eels moved west coincided with the deepening of thermal contours (Fig. 4A). Vertical migrations...
persisted until tag pop-off or predation; the eel at liberty for the longest period maintained the vertical migrations for the 276 days of liberty (fig. S5).

Timing of spawning
Average total length of leptocephali caught in the Sargasso Sea by day of the year is shown in Fig. 5A, which provides a growth rate from linear regression of 0.14 mm d$^{-1}$ (total length = 0.140 × day − 0.94; $R^2 = 0.89$). Because European eel larvae hatch 2 days after fertilization at a size of approximately 3 mm and grow rapidly for 6 days until the yolk sac is exhausted at a length of ~6 mm (34), the total length measurements of all leptocephali were projected backward in time to the date when a length of 6 mm was reached using the regression parameters; the day of fertilization was taken as this date minus 8 days. Figure 5B shows the frequency of spawning deduced in this way, with a clear peak in 22 February (day 53). Assuming no larval mortality, the spawning period appears to extend between early December and mid-May (90% of spawning activity occurs before 10 April). To account for larvae that die between spawning and capture, two values of instantaneous mortality, 3.8 year$^{-1}$ (35) and 2.0 year$^{-1}$ (36), were used to calculate the numbers of

Table 2. The fate of eels released from the European coast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bay of Biscay</th>
<th>Celtic Sea</th>
<th>Mediterranean</th>
<th>North Sea</th>
<th>Baltic Sea</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pop-off</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premature</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduled</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong evidence of predation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspected pelagic predation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspected benthic predation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caught by fisherman</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Vertical migration behavior. (A) Example vertical migrations of individuals measured over a 6-day period. Charts show an individual (#49559) released from Ireland that was migrating in the mid-Atlantic Ocean, an individual released from Sweden (#118814) that was migrating in the Norwegian Sea, and an individual from southern France (#133979) that was migrating in the eastern Atlantic Ocean. Depth and temperature data collected at between 15- and 30-min intervals are shown interpolated to a 1-min resolution. The color scales show temperature in degrees Celsius and vary between data sets in relation to eel location. (B) Vertical displacement histograms for the oceanic portion of migration for the same eels shown in (A). Because the average depth of eels increases considerably over the course of their migration, the depth measurements for each day were normalized to the average daily depth and separated into day/night (black/gray) periods. Negative values represent depths shallower than the mean.
litter required to account for the observed catches. This moves the time of peak spawning slightly earlier (Fig. 5B), between 14 and 18 February, respectively.

Timing of escapement
Silver eels are caught in most months in most locations, but the majority are caught between September and December (>80% of escapement was recorded between September and December in 9 of 20 data sets; table S5). Peak escapement occurred between 10 August and 20 December (days 222 to 354; average day, 287 ± 37.5; Fig. 5C) and was only weakly related to the distance required to travel to the presumed spawning area in the Sargasso Sea (Julian escapement date = 427 – 0.021 × distance; adjusted $R^2 = 0.29$, $F_{1,18} = 8.85$, $P < 0.05$). The difference between the average dates of escapement and the timing of peak spawning was 209 days from the farthest locations, but potentially as short as 63 days from the closest (Fig. 5C and Table 3).

Journey duration and timing of arrival at the Sargasso Sea
Observations of migration speed from the tagging experiments were used to calculate the duration of migration and timing of arrival at the spawning area for eels from each catchment. First, a log-normal curve was fitted to the migration speed data. This distribution was then used in combination with the data on the proportion of eels escaping from each catchment in each month to calculate how many eels would arrive at the spawning area in time for the peak of the spawning period immediately following escapement (22 February or day 53), using the shortest distance to the spawning area (table S5). On average, only ~5% of eels would arrive at the spawning area by peak spawning (Table 3), and only ~12% by the time that 90% of larvae are spawned. The highest percentage of arrival was predicted for the Fremur, France (0.12), whereas the lowest was predicted for the river Bann, Ireland (0.01). In contrast, an average of 65% of eels would arrive at the spawning area immediately after escapement and the peak of spawning of the next (Table 3). To assess the increase in migration speed required to enable 50% of eels to arrive by peak spawning in 22 February, the observed swimming speeds were incrementally translated along the x axis, before the log-normal distribution was refitted (truncated to a maximum migration speed of 52 km day$^{-1}$; fig. S6). The percentage arriving in time for the spawning period immediately after escapement was then recalculated. This calculation is based on the assumptions that (i) eels migrate along the shortest route from

Fig. 4. Depth and temperature experience of eels during the westward migration. (A) Depth of eels during the oceanic migration. (B) Temperature experience. Data from eels migrating in the Atlantic Ocean are shown on the left, and the Mediterranean Sea on the right. The data are shown as a violin plot. Black violin symbols indicate the depths or temperatures occupied at nighttime, whereas gray symbols indicate the depths or temperatures occupied during the day. Maximal and minimal values for each degree longitude are indicated by the upper and lower limits of each violin symbol, whereas the width of the violin symbols shows the kernel density distribution of observations at that value. Circles within each violin represent the median value for each longitudinal bin. Colored contour lines in (A) indicate thermal structure of the water column within hydrographic sections (shown in Fig. 1) centered on the general oceanic migration paths of eels in the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. Data are included for all longitude bins where there were more than 20 days of data.

Fig. 5. Larval growth rates, timing of spawning, and timing of escapement of European eels. (A) Length measurements of Anguilla anguilla leptocephali belonging to the first year cohort. Each symbol represents the mean of length measurements of leptocephali sampled on each day of the calendar year. The weighted least-squares regression line between day of year and length is represented by a solid black line (length = 0.1401 × day – 0.94). (B) Frequency of spawning of European eels based on back calculation of growth rates. Timing is shown for three different larval instantaneous mortality rates (0, black; 2, dark gray; 3.6, light gray). (C) Timing of escapement of silver eels as a proportion of total measured escapement in 19 catchments between 70° and 43°N within Europe. Each colored line represents a catchment, with the thick black line denoting the average across all catchments. Lines are colored from red to purple according to the timing of peak escapement, whereas the legend is ordered by latitudinal position (north to south). The transparent gray shading shows the start of the spawning period to peak spawning. Colored lines at the top of the chart show the time between peak escapement and peak spawning. Sources of data are given in tables S5 and S6 (66, 93–107).
escapement to the spawning area, (ii) there are no adverse or beneficial currents, and (iii) eels are aware of the distance to their goal and accordingly adjust swimming speed. The required increase in travel speed for 50% of eels to arrive by peak spawning varied between an additional 15 and 53 km day\(^{-1}\) above the observed travel speeds (Table 3 and Fig. 2C), with eels from six catchments failing to reach the 50% target even when all eels were traveling at 52 km day\(^{-1}\). These required speeds were well in excess of those exhibited by tagged eels described in this study and other field studies (14, 24–26), as illustrated in Fig. 3C.

**DISCUSSION**

The data we present in this study are the most comprehensive empirical observations of the oceanic migratory behavior of anguillid eels yet made. Using data from eels released during autumn from the coasts of Sweden, France, Germany, and Ireland, we have mapped the main migration routes from Europe to the Azores region, approximately half the distance to the spawning area in the Sargasso Sea. The range of migration speeds shown by tagged eels (3 to 47 km day\(^{-1}\)) was not consistent with the accepted hypothesis that silver eels leave rivers during autumn to spawn as a single reproductive cohort in the following spring (8–10, 17, 37–39). We therefore reanalyzed historic leptocephalus survey data and showed that, although eel spawning appears to begin as early as December and extend until April, the timings of silver eel escapement calculated from a meta-analysis of studies in European rivers are also inconsistent with the accepted hypothesis. Our results suggest that, although some eels may be capable of a rapid migration to the Sargasso Sea to spawn in early spring, it seems likely that many eels undertake a slower-paced migration that enables them to arrive in the Sargasso spawning area before spawning begins again the following December.

**Migration route**

In the early 20th century, J. Schmidt discovered the spawning area and mapped the spatial and temporal abundance of larvae (38). In doing so, he resolved a significant and enduring mystery of the eel life cycle. Since then, surveys of the Sargasso Sea have refined the probable location and

---

**Table 3. The phenology and arrival success of eels leaving European catchments.** The proportion of eels arriving by peak spawning and 90% spawning was calculated using observed swimming speeds. The required average travel speed for 50% of eels to arrive by peak spawning was modeled by incrementing the observed speeds at intervals (1 km day\(^{-1}\)) and recalculating. The percentage of eels arriving in time for the second spawning opportunity was calculated from observed migration speeds and represents the percentage arriving after the first spawning period has ended, and by 90% of the next. NA, not applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departure (day of year)</th>
<th>Time to peak spawning (day)</th>
<th>Peak spawning</th>
<th>90% spawning</th>
<th>Required speed (km day(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Second spawning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All catchments</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imsa, Norway</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dee, Scotland</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Bann, Ireland</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windermere, U.K.</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwentine River</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burrishoole, Ireland</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon, Ireland</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oir, France</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremur, France</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loire, France</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fume morte, Spain</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nive, France</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gudena, Denmark</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulla, Spain</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halselva, Norway</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICES 41G2, Sweden</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICES 40G4, Sweden</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICES 42G6, Sweden</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICES 45G6, Sweden</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warnow, Germany</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hydrographic conditions for spawning (10, 40, 41), but the routes that silver eels take to get to the Sargasso Sea and how they achieve the migration have proved more difficult to assess because of the technical challenges of following eels in the ocean, and the range of different starting locations across Europe. The results of our tagging program demonstrated that eels released in four different locations in Europe were capable of long-distance migrations that would converge in the Azores region on a westerly route to the Sargasso Sea. The apparent route out of the North Sea via the English Channel is a hitherto unreported result, whereas the routes through the Norwegian Sea, out of the Mediterranean and west from Ireland, have been previously reported (15, 18, 42).

Historically, migration routes to the spawning area have been assumed to be “as the crow flies” from escapement to the Sargasso Sea [for example, (31, 39)]; however, as we have shown, migration routes were not simply error-free great-circle routes (that is, the shortest possible distance). Instead, many of the routes were in the reverse direction of the northern part of the subtropical gyre in the North Atlantic Ocean, which is consistent with the hypothesis that eels follow olfactory cues originating in the spawning area or that eels navigate using oceanic cues imprinted or learned during the leptocephalus phase. However, our reconstructions showed that the routes taken by eels contain meanders or deviations from a simple point-to-point migration along the shortest possible route. These meanderings are possibly related to entrainment within eddies or navigational responses to other hydrographic or bathymetric features [exemplified by leatherback turtle behavior (43) in contrast to the “perfect” migration assumed in modeling studies (44)].

Migration speed
Our study provides estimates of in situ migration speed over extended periods (up to ~280 days) and distances, and under natural conditions. In contrast, early studies of in situ migration used small implanted ultrasonic transmitters but could only follow the behavior of eels for a duration of a few days (24–26), whereas laboratory studies using swim tunnels have proved the endurance swimming capability of eels for up to 150 days (27–33), but without freedom of movement in three dimensions or the stressors of the natural environment. The distribution of migration speeds we observed was broad, ranging from 3 to 47 km day$^{-1}$. Most of the observations fell between 10 and 30 km day$^{-1}$ (0.25 to 0.5 body length s$^{-1}$). In addition, our estimates of migration speed were derived from eels at the upper end of the size distribution; these are likely to be the fastest swimmers and therefore faster than the average migration speeds of the European eel population. These migration speeds and the rate of progress toward the Sargasso Sea were not sufficiently fast, and the variation in travel speed was too great, to support the hypothesis that all eels make a short and rapid migration to the Sargasso Sea.

Laboratory studies of eel swimming endurance (27–33) show that optimal swimming speeds are somewhat higher than our estimates (37 km day$^{-1}$), but a distinction must be made between swimming speeds measured in warm (18°C) laboratory conditions and migration speeds measured in situ (10°C), when meandering, currents and the requirement for navigation and predator avoidance come into play. For example, eels swimming against the northeast Atlantic drift (for example, eels released from Ireland) face a current (5 km day$^{-1}$; surface to 1000 m) against migration direction (45). Furthermore, eels will have a reduced optimal swimming speed at lower environmental temperatures. Our estimates of migration speed are consistent with most other field studies of European eel migration (14, 19–26) and also a recent study of American eel migration (17). Furthermore, it is not known whether eels in the ocean swim continuously at the same speed or modify their behavior in response to environmental cues or the day/night cycle. For example, silver European eels tagged in the Baltic Sea (14) were shown to rest completely during daylight hours and, if similar behavior occurred in the ocean, would considerably reduce average migration speeds.

Two methodological factors may lead to bias in our estimates. First, our estimated migration routes are simplified and likely shorter than the true length because it was not possible to map the migrations in great detail, with the consequence that we underestimate migration speed. Second, we cannot rule out that the eels in our study experienced some tagging effect (27). Previous studies on tagged eels have shown that tags increase drag and therefore increase the cost of transport (energy expended per unit distance) and reduce critical swimming speed (27, 30, 31, 46). However, the influence of external tags on optimal swimming speed and migratory period is thought to be negligible (30). Although the long-term effects of tag attachment on migrating eels are not known, we argue that, despite the added energetic cost of the increased drag, the migratory period of tagged eels is likely to be sufficiently similar to untagged eels to provide a good estimate of oceanic migration speeds. In support of this interpretation, our experiments used both internal and external tags, but eels tagged internally migrated no faster than eels with external tags. Thus, although much remains to be understood about eel migratory behavior in the ocean and assessments of tagging effect on oceanic migration speeds are difficult to make, our observations provide the most comprehensive description yet of eel oceanic migratory capability, both in terms of the overall migration speed and the broad distribution of migration speeds among eels (30). The evidence we present suggests that the duration of migration to the spawning area in the Sargasso Sea may be, for many eels, longer than the assumed 4 to 6 months, and that the a priori assumption that eels spawn in the spring following their departure from the continental habitat during autumn should be reconsidered.

Timing of spawning and escapement
Despite a number of studies, the onset and duration of the spawning season of the European eel are unclear. On the basis of the data from his early 20th century surveys, Schmidt (38) estimated that spawning commences in late winter or early spring and lasts to well on in summer. Van Ginneken and Maes (9) state a spawning period in March to June. Other estimates are March to May (35, 40). A recent review by Miller et al. (10) assessed that the most extensive spawning occurs in March to April, but other methods provide contrasting results (35). In common to all those estimates is that they rely on when the smallest leptocephali are found but underrepresent the simultaneous occurrence of larger leptocephali. Instead, our analysis was based on the occurrence and density of leptocephali and back calculation using regression-based estimates of growth rate. This suggests that, although spawning may extend until the end of May, the first larvae are likely to hatch in December, significantly earlier than currently thought. An early spawning time was originally proposed by Schmidt (38) and also by Tesch (47) on the basis of estimated growth rate calculated using the same methods as used here. Our estimates were based on the average length of larvae collected throughout the year and are therefore subject to sampling bias. This type of back calculation of spawning date is, of course, sensitive to estimates of growth rate. Higher estimates of larval eel growth rate based on otolith analysis, rather than our length-based method, support a later spawning date (48, 49). Resolving the differences in spawning date estimates from...
different methods is beyond the scope of this paper, but an in-depth analysis of leptocephalus survey data that incorporates information on eel growth rates from laboratory and field studies [for example, Castonguay (49)] will help to reduce uncertainty.

Nothing is known about the arrival of eels at the spawning area. Our analyses of larval growth rates suggest that half of the spawning will have occurred by mid-February, indicating that at least half the spawning stock needs to arrive before that. However, evidence from Anguilla japonica (50) suggests that eels may be batch spawners, and if European eels also have this spawning strategy, then it is possible that the distribution of arrival of spawners would need to be skewed further toward the beginning of the spawning period to explain the pattern of larval timing and abundance. Our recalculation of peak spawning dates suggests that, to have the best chance of spawning, the distribution of arrivals might therefore be biased toward an even earlier date.

On the basis of our observations of migration speed, the timing of spawning does not match well with the timing of escapement from many major European rivers. Our reanalysis of catch data provides evidence that, although eels departing from a greater distance from the Sargasso Sea tend to leave earlier, the timing of peak silver eel escapement lies within the autumn months (September to December) across Europe. Under the current migratory paradigm, in which eels reach the spawning area in time to reproduce successfully. Our data and analyses provide a clearer idea of the risk that predation poses to the size of the European eel spawning stock.

Vertical migrations and predation

European eels, like other species in the Anguilla genus, make stereotypical diel vertical migrations each day during their oceanic migrations (15, 51–53), and we have shown that this behavior persists up to 10 months after release. Diel migrations resulted in eels moving from cooler deep environments during the day to warmer shallower environments during the night. In other species of marine fish, occupation of deep water during the day is often related to predator avoidance (54), and this seems a strong possibility for eels, too. The gradual deepening of maximum depth as eels migrated west is consistent with a deepening light extinction point in the increasingly clear water further from the continental shelf. This is further supported by the gradual deepening and then shallowing of depth during each day (Fig. 3A and fig. S4), which is suggestive of an inverse daylight curve and is consistent with eels tracking an isolume. Similar deep migrations have been reported for A. japonica (51), Anguilla dieffenbacchi (53), Anguilla marmorata, and Anguilla megastoma (52). These vertical migrations often had a large effect on the temperatures that the eels experienced, particularly in the early portion of the migration when eels had not yet reached the oceanic waters of the Atlantic. In the case of eels migrating through the Norwegian Sea, these deep migrations resulted in occupation of extremely cold waters, well below the temperatures at which silver eels normally stop migrating downstream (37) or at which yellow eels normally experience torpor or hibernation (55). In contrast, there was essentially no change in temperature between the daytime and nighttime swimming depths in the Mediterranean. Occupation of deeper water during the day does not therefore indicate a requirement for a particular thermal environment [as also argued in the study by Jellyman and Tsukamoto (52)]. However, once in the oceanic Atlantic, eels released from different regions experienced similar and more stable temperatures (~10°C) during the day, but not at night, similar to the differences for A. japonica reported previously (51). This is consistent with eels tracking an isotherm during the day.

Despite their presumed antipredator behavior, a large proportion of tagged eels suffered predation. This is not unexpected and has been described elsewhere (56–58). In some cases, predation has been associated with behavioral disruption or lower critical swimming speeds brought on by the tagging procedure [for example, Béguer-Pon et al. (56)] or the transition to the marine environment (our additional suggestion). This may, at least in part, explain some of the predation mortalities suffered by tagged eels soon after release. However, in the cases of predation of eels away from the coast or when eels had been at liberty for some time, it is more likely that they migrated into “predator hot spots.” Future work mapping the density of the large predator guild (59) will provide a clearer idea of the risk that predation poses to the size of the European eel spawning stock.

Synthesis

The assumption that eels conduct a “short and rapid” migration between the continental habitat and the spawning area is long-held (8–10, 17, 37–39), despite the lack of empirical evidence to support it. Our data challenge this paradigm of European eel spawning ecology in two important ways. First, migration speeds of eels are not sufficiently fast to enable a large proportion of the eels to reach the Sargasso Sea in time for peak spawning. Second, the timings of autumn escapement and the timing of peak spawning are, respectively, too late and too early to enable any but the most rapid migrants to reach the spawning area in time to reproduce successfully. Our data and analyses provide a powerful argument for a mixed migratory strategy for European eels, with some individuals able to achieve a rapid migration to the Sargasso in time for the spawning season immediately after escapement, whereas others arrive only in time for the following spawning season one year later. Given that eels are semelparous, this strategy may give the best “bet-hedging” outcome.

The possibility that eels conduct migration lasting a year or more has previously been stated to be unlikely on the basis that eels do not feed during migration [(8, 39) and references therein] and therefore do not have sufficient energy stores to support migration over such a long period. However, long periods of starvation in advance of spawning occur in other long-distance migrants, such as Atlantic salmon (60, 61), and may even be necessary to enable development to full sexual maturity (50). A similar capacity cannot be ruled out for eels, which are much more efficient swimmers than salmon (9). In previous experiments in swim tunnels conducted at an average temperature of 18°C, eels lost only 20% of body mass after 150 days of continuous endurance swimming (28), which would rise to 60% if...
extrapolating to the extreme case of a 450-day migration. Our results show that eels occupy much lower temperatures (~10° to 12°C) for at least the first half of the migration; basal metabolic rate and the cost of travel would therefore be considerably lower. However, in contrast to laboratory studies, eels in the oceanic environment migrate with the additional energetic cost of vertical migrations. Although the added distance of the vertical migrations is relatively small compared to the horizontal distance being covered, buoyancy control is likely to incur additional energetic cost (62). The total cost of a long and slow migration may therefore appear large and unsustainable. Nevertheless, Tsukamoto et al. (50) provided evidence that spawning Japanese eels (A. japonica) are almost entirely wasted during spawning, suggesting that a significant proportion of energy is lost during the migrations and sexual maturation. Furthermore, if eels perform burst swimming (63) while migrating, or if eels change their rate of swimming between day and night [as for Westerberg et al. (14)], then the costs of covering the distance to the spawning ground would be considerably reduced. A long and slow migration may therefore be energetically possible and also confer other advantages, such as providing more time to sexually mature and find spawning aggregations. Conversely, migrating slowly would also bring disadvantages, such as the gradual metabolic depletion of energy stores over time (that could otherwise have been used for reproduction) and prolonged exposure to predation risk, although the abundance of predators in the Sargasso Sea is relatively low. At present though, there is insufficient data to draw firm conclusions, and additional research will be necessary to further resolve these uncertainties.

There are alternative explanations that can be suggested to account for the mismatch between migration speeds, migration onset, and spawning time. One of these is that silver eels departing from different locations across the continental range will not reach the Sargasso simultaneously and therefore spawn at either multiple different sites within the Atlantic or at different times within the Sargasso Sea. Another explanation, which is favored by some (39, 64), is that only eels that can reach the Sargasso Sea within a few months of escapement will be successful spawners. This would exclude almost all eels except the largest and those from the western edge of Europe. None of these explanations, or variants of them, provide a more parsimonious explanation than the mixed migration strategy that we suggest, which fits with the concept of a flexible spawning ecology that minimizes the risk of reproductive failure by ensuring arrival at the spawning area ahead of time and enabling the development of full sexual maturity before the spawning season begins in earnest.

Our conclusion, while opening a number of avenues for further research, has ramifications for population models used in stock assessment. For example, the predation risk and reproductive potential of eels migrating at different speeds may differ, with consequences for estimates of reproductive potential within the current European eel recovery plan (4). Although the decline in eel populations over the last 30 years (1–4) is unlikely to be related to changes in eel migratory strategy, changes in environmental factors that trigger the timing of escapement events such as climate-related rainfall patterns (65) that reduce the proportion of eels that are able to escape from catchments, barriers to migration (66), or factors that may influence the migratory endurance of eels (for example, fat content (67)) may well be contributory. Our results provide a new basis for exploring these factors, as well as a new paradigm for eel migration; further studies of eel migration, energetics, and swimming behavior will help to evaluate our conclusions.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study location**

Female silver eels were caught during the autumn escapement period (September to December) in the lower reaches or estuaries of major European rivers between 2006 and 2012 (table S6). Eels in western France were caught by commercial stownet fisherman in the Loire River during the fishing season. Eels tagged in southern France were caught by fishermen in the Salses-Leucate and Gruissan lagoons during the authorized fishing season. Eels in Ireland were obtained from authorized commercial fisheries in the lakes Lough Mask and Lough Owel, and from the river Shannon. Eels in Sweden were captured in the river Emmingdal drainage area by licensed commercial fishery and in a wolftrap near the outlet of Lake Fegen at the head of the river Åtran. Eels in Germany were caught by a commercial fyke net fisherman in the lower part of the river Eide and commercial stow net fisherman in the lower part of the river Havel (a tributary of the river Elbe) during the fishing season in the autumn of 2012. Eels in Spain were caught by professional eel fishermen operating in La Albufera. Additional tagging work was undertaken in the lagoons of Salses-Leucate and Gruissan, and Bages Sigean lagoon in France in 2011 and 2013.

**Tags and data recovery**

Two different tag types were used: PSATs and data storage tags (DSTs). The PSATs used were the Microwave Telemetry X-tag (www.microwave telemetry.com/), which is 120 mm long with a 185-mm-long antenna (fig. S7a). The maximum diameter of the float is approximately 33 mm. Weight in air is 45 g, and net buoyancy in water was approximately 0.025° ± 0.006°N, corresponding to a negative weight of 2.6 g. The tags measure and store pressure, temperature, and light data every 2 min. A subset of these data are transmitted via Argos satellite when the tag pops up at either a predetermined date, or if any of the fail-safe features are triggered, for example, if a critical pressure is exceeded. The temperature measurement range is −4° to 40°C with a resolution of 0.23°C. The depth range is 0 to 1300 m with a resolution varying between 0.34 and 5.4 m depending on the gain value, which is automatically selected according to the depth measured at midnight each day. The time of release of PSATs was set to 3, 6, 10, 12, or 15 months after deployment. The constant pressure release feature that detaches the tag if the depth reading remains within 3 m for a period of 4 days was deactivated for the first 20 days after deployment to avoid premature release associated with limited movements in shallow water. After a tag pops up, surface position and a time series of depth and temperature were transmitted from the tag to low Earth-orbiting Argos satellites, where it can be downloaded.

We also used the Cefas Technology Ltd G5 long-life archival tag (www.cefas technology.co.uk/) in combination with three different buoyant float designs. The first design was an implantable tag (hereafter termed as the i-DST; fig. S7a), which was fitted with a string of 11-mm-diameter floats (the same diameter as the tag). The total length with the floats was approximately 140 mm, weight in air was 9.8 g, and the net buoyancy was 0.009°N, corresponding to a negative weight in water of 0.9 g. The second design was an externally attached tag (hereafter termed as e-DST; fig. S7a), which combined a pop-off mechanism and the G5 tag in a cylindrical float with the diameter of 20 mm and length of 130 mm. The weight of this tag in air was 34.5 g, and the net buoyancy in water was 0.046°N. The third design of the e-DST was an externally attached tag (hereafter termed as e-DSTv2; fig. S7a), which was a two-float combination of a pop-off unit and the G5 tag with a diameter of 23 mm and total length of 93 mm. The weight of
this tag in air was 31 g, and the net buoyancy in water was 0.0042 N. The floats of both i-DST and e-DST were made from syntactic foam and were painted in bright orange to facilitate detection once stranded at the coast. The depth sensor in the G5 is temperature-compensated in the range of 2° to 34°C. The pressure range used was 1000 m with ±10-m accuracy and 0.3-m resolution. Temperature accuracy is ±0.1°C, and resolution is 0.031°C. The memory available in the tags was nonvolatile flash memory of 2 megabytes. Data were sampled at an interval of 30 s for pressure and 5 min for temperature for the first 12 months. The sampling interval was increased to 5 min for both parameters after this time. Battery life allowed a total data storage time of more than 2 years. The time of release of e-DSTs was set to from 2 up to 5 months after deployment.

**Tagging**

On the basis of their larger size, all eels selected for tagging were female. A total of 707 eels were tagged. Their mean length was 90.4 cm (±9 cm; range, 63 to 116 cm), and their weight was 1.56 kg (±0.46 kg; range, 0.57 to 3.3 kg). Larger eels were used for PSAT tagging, and the smallest eels were used for i-DST implantation. Two indices of silvering were calculated for each eel: the Pankhurst index [the ratio of the mean eye area to the body length (68)] and the fin index [the percent of the length of the pelvic fin to the body length (69)]. In addition to being caught in gears that typically target silver eels during the autumn escape, all eels in this study had Pankhurst and fin index values consistent with late-stage maturity and marine migratory status. Fat content of eels was consistent with values obtained for silver eels in other studies (70). Table S7 provides summary metrics of released eels.

Before tagging, eels were anesthetized using metomidate [dl-1-(1-phenylethyl)-5-((metoxycarbonyl) imidazole hydrochloride] at the concentration of 40 mg/liter (71). Eels tagged in the Mediterranean were anesthetized with Aqui-S (Aqua-S) at a concentration of 600 mg/liter. Fish were measured and weighed, and, where possible, their fat content was measured using a Distell Fatmeter [www.distell.com/ffm-general-description/; (72)]. Surgical implantation of i-DSTs was achieved by pushing the tags through a small (~1 cm) incision into the body cavity from the ventral surface. After tag insertion, the incision was closed with two independent single sutures and dusted with Cicatrin antibiotic. Previous long-term tests on tag insertion and effect had shown only limited effect in eels as small as 70 cm (73). For eels tagged before 2009, external tags were attached either using a bridle attached through the dorsal musculature using a stainless steel wire [as for (15)] or, for all eels tagged externally from 2009 onward, a three-point attachment with stainless steel wire inserted dorsally under the skin [fig. S7b; for details of both methods, see the study by Økland (74)]. The rationale behind this attachment technique is that the force exerted by the tag on the eel was concentrated on the anterior attachment point, allowing the two posterior attachment points to heal. If the anterior loop fails, then the tag is still attached by the remaining loops. In long-term tests, these attachment methods were successful in retaining the tags for at least 4 months (74).

Where possible, eels were released after 24 hours, although some were held in covered tanks for up to 3 weeks after tagging. Tagged eels were released at the coast or slightly offshore, near the capture locations [some eels captured in the Loire were transported offshore before release, and some eels captured in Sweden were translocated ∼100 km to the coast before release; (18)]. Release positions are shown in Fig. 1 (and by ecoregion in fig. S2, a to e) and in full for all eels that escaped the coastal margins in table S8. Metrics of all eels are provided in table S9.

**Determining the fate of migrating eels**

Because all tag types rose to the surface once they became detached from their host eel, the data before this terminal point were assessed to determine host fate. Tags often detached prematurely, or the recorded pattern of depth, temperature, or light changed abruptly mid-record, indicating predation (fig. S3). In other less numerous cases, the patterns of depth and temperature changed gradually over a period of a few days before constant depth was recorded at the seabed or sea surface.

For each data set, the events before the final ascent of the tag were classified into the following categories: (i) programmed release (provides a known end point), (ii) premature release (provides a known end point), (iii) clear predation (swallowed as indicated by light or temperature data), (iv) suspected predation (pattern of depth shows abrupt change not consistent with eel behavior), (v) capture in fishing gear (known end point), and (vi) insufficient data, which included those tags that reported sensor failure or failed to transmit time series data.

**Reconstructing oceanic migration route**

Where possible, the trajectories of PSAT- and DST-tagged eels were reconstructed by using the timing of large vertical movements at dawn and dusk to estimate longitude, and temperature and depths to estimate latitude [as for (18)]. Longitude was calculated by using the diurnal swimming depth changes of the eel as proxy for sunset and sunrise, which provides an estimate of the time of local noon and thereby the longitude (75). All the eels displayed this diurnal cycle, and there was strong justification to believe that the depth changes are cued to dawn and dusk (14, 18, 76). Figure S8 gives an example of the diurnal depth change for one PSAT during the days before its pop-up, and a comparison of pop-up longitude to calculated longitude for 10 PSATs covering the full longitude range of pop-up positions, which provides a robust validation of this technique. The time series of longitude estimates were then used as a starting point for further reconstruction. In the first step, position estimates were refined by comparing eel maximum daily depths with the bathymetry of the general area. In a final refinement, we used specific hydrographic features that could be identified in most records and that were used as checkpoints. Examples are the point where the swimming depth exceeded 450 m simultaneous with a longitude estimate less than 6°E, which means that the eel must have reached the open Norwegian Sea at approximately 62°N, or the abrupt change in vertical temperature stratification passing the Strait of Gibraltar, where the thermally homogenous deep waters of the Mediterranean to the east meet the stratified waters of the Atlantic to the west, at a sill depth of around 300-m depth.

Three milestones were defined in the marine migration. The first was the release date. The second was the beginning of active oceanic migration, defined as the day when the maximum depth reached by the eel exceeded 200 m, which typified the onset of stereotypical large vertical diel migrations during the “oceanic” phase. The third milestone was the end position of the track taken as the position of first transmission of a PSAT or the pop-up position of the DST. The former had least-squares position error of less than 1.5 km, whereas the latter was found by comparing the temperature recorded by the DST with satellite measurements of sea surface temperature for the current date. This provided a relatively narrow latitude estimate, which was combined with the estimate of longitude at the end of the track. The position error depended mostly on the uncertainty of the longitude estimate and was estimated to be of the order of magnitude 100 km (18). In many cases, the migration of the eel could not be determined in this way, either because the data set was short (<10 days) or the eel had not reached the
ocean and established daily vertical migrations for longitude estimation. In cases where the eel may have been taken by a predator, depth and temperature data were included until the final day on which the stereotypical diurnal migrations were recorded. The terminal positions of eels that were eaten by predators were uncertain because of the unknown postpredation movement of the predator. In cases where the eel was taken by a predator very soon after release, no attempt was made at reconstruction.

**Describing habitat occupation and hydrography**

For each data set recovered from an eel that reached oceanic depths, daily summary statistics of depth and temperature were calculated during the oceanic migration. Eels were classified as being in coastal waters when maximum depth remained below 200 m and oceanic when maximum depth exceeded 200 m. For the oceanic migration, deep and shallow phases (and the transitions between them) of the diel cycle were identified for each day using the points of inflection as eels made steep ascents or descents at dawn or dusk. Average occupied depths and temperatures during these phases were then calculated.

Data collected by the tagged eels were compared to long-term hydrographic data available from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 to help assess patterns in eel habitat occupation with general oceanographic characteristics. The horizontal resolution of the Atlas was one-fourth of a degree with 102 depth levels from surface to 5500 m. We used quarterly mean temperature and salinity for the time span of 1955 – 2012 to determine the average temperature stratification along a section following the general migration paths of the eels in the Atlantic Ocean (October to December; Fig. 1) and Mediterranean (January to March).

**Determining the timing of spawning and escapement in European catchments**

Historical data on eel larvae, which were compiled by J. D. McCleave and hosted by International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) (77), were analyzed to determine the changes of the length distribution of *Anguilla anguilla* leptocephali larvae during the season. The database covers the result of eel larvae surveys from 1862 to 2007. The data set describes a total of 2375 hauls made using varying plankton nets, and larval nets, which yielded a catch of more than 32,000 *Anguilla anguilla or Anguilla rostrata* leptocephali. The stations were spread across the North Atlantic but concentrated in the presumed spawning area in the Sargasso Sea. This database has been used in and is described in detail in a recent review by Miller et al. (10).

For our analysis, all *Anguilla anguilla* length measurements were first compiled into 10-day bins for the whole year. In most cases, the length distribution within each bin showed a peak in the small size range, which could be interpreted as the cohort spawned that season, and a secondary peak in a larger size range, which could be interpreted as the cohort spawned the previous year or years (fig. S9 shows the total number of measured leptocephali found in the database, and how these were split into a young of the year versus cohort spawned in previous years). The data from the secondary peak within each bin were removed from the data set; the number of measured leptocephali remaining in the data set that represented the young of the year was 14,631. Data were then rebinned by day, and the average total length per day was calculated to enable a regression analysis of the growth rate of leptocephali during their first few months of life. We used the slope of this regression together with the most recent estimate of size at hatching and growth rate during the yolk sac stage (34) to back-calculate the distribution of estimated spawning dates.

To determine timing of escapement, relevant literature in Web of Science was searched for evidence of the timing and variation in silver eel escapement across a north to south cline within Europe using the search terms “European silver eel catches” or “silver eel migration timing,” returning a total of 61 hits. Of these, nearly half (n = 29) did not provide suitable information or data and were considered no further, while a further 15 (78–92) were excluded after consideration because it was not possible to use the data within them to rebuild a full year’s catch time series. For the 17 remaining studies (table S6) (66, 93–107), silver eel escapement was typically measured monthly over a full annual cycle at the same location (table S5) for a total of 20 separate locations. Monthly values were normalized to proportions before performing a logistic regression on cumulative catch, using May as the first month in the annual escapement cycle.

**Ethical statement**

Eels were tagged using approved protocols by trained and individually licensed scientists working under national project authority in accordance with institutional and national guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals. These guidelines are consistent with Institutional Review Board/Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines. Tagging in Ireland was performed under the authority of licenses B100/3922 and B100/3770 issued by the Department of Health and Children, Cruelty to Animals Act 1876, as amended by European Communities (Amendment of cruelty to Animals 1876) Regulation 2002 and 2005. Tagging in western France was conducted under the authority of the certificat capacitaire pour l’expérimentation animale (experimental animal certificate) no. A29-039-1 of the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, Dinard. Tagging in southern France was conducted by trained and licensed scientists working under the authority of the certificat d’expérimenter sur animaux vertébrés vivants (experimental animal certificate) no. 66.0801 of the Cefrem, University of Perpignan. Tagging in Sweden was conducted by trained and licensed scientists working under the authority of the Gothenburg ethics committee, which approved applications for tagging operations to study eel migrations on the 16 June 2008 (N178/08), 16 June 2010 (166-2010), and on the 14 September 2011 (250-2011). Tagging in Germany followed German legislation concerning care and use of laboratory animals, and ethical permission for the experiments was given by the Ministry of Energy, Agriculture, the Environment, and Rural Areas of the federal state Schleswig-Holstein [reference no. V311-7224.123.3 (93-6/12)]. Tagging in Spain was performed under authority of the Consejería de Medio Ambiente (Generalitat de Valencia).
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fig. S1. Pop-off or recovery positions of DSTs and PSATs.

fig. S2a. Migration and end points of eels released from the Baltic Sea.

fig. S2b. Migration and end points of eels released from Ireland.

fig. S2c. Migration and end points of eels released from western France.

fig. S2d. Migration and end points of eels released from Germany.

fig. S2e. Migration and end points of eels released from the Mediterranean coast.

fig. S3a. Example of an eel (PSAT #89310, released from Ireland) being preyed upon by a coastal pelagic predator.

fig. S3b. Example of an eel (PSAT #94964, released from Ireland) being preyed upon by an endothermic fish.

fig. S3c. Example of an eel (PSAT #101445, released from Ireland) being preyed upon by a coastal pelagic predator.

fig. S3d. Example of an eel (PSAT #83156, released from Ireland) being preyed upon by a deep living fish.
fig. S3e. Example of an eel (PSAT #49559, released from Ireland) being preyed upon by a
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